
Garden Party Dish Set
GPPKPL13

855454003332

School of Fish Dish Set
SFOWLG13

855454003363

sold in a Set of 2

sold in a Set of 2

Brinware’s durable and colorful silicone placemats combine fun and function. The fun 
prints encourage social interaction during mealtime. Each set comes with two different 
colors so you can mix and match with your Brinware dishes. The placemats roll up for 
easy on-the-go traveland are also slip-resistant so they stay in place during use. 
Placemats measure 11" x 15"   

ABC & 123 Blue/Green
PMATBG13

855454003295

ABC & 123 Pink/Purple
PMATPP13

855454003301

Forest & Sea Friends
PMLSBG13

855454003325

Garden Party Purple
BFLYPPL

855454003349

Garden Party Pink
BFLYPNK

855454003073

     School of Fish
FISHBLU

855454003288

Nurturing a Brighter Future

It’s A Hoot Blue
OWLBLU

855454003028

It’s A Hoot Purple
OWLPPL

855454003356

It’s A Hoot Green
OWLGRN

855454003233

It’s A Hoot Pink
OWLPNK

855454003011

Brinware is what happens when you combine the care and concern of a parent with the creativity 
and passion of an artist. With mounting concerns over the toxic materials in children’s products,
we began to discuss ways to be part of the solution. This led us to launch Brinware. Everything we 
do is focused on nurturing a brighter future for children, a future that is safe and responsible but 
filled with beauty, engagement, and fun. Brinware is dedicated to making the safest, cutest, most 
responsibly built items on the market. Our tableware addresses the growing demand for safe 
alternatives to plastic, using two simple materials, Glass  and Silicone. 
We hope you enjoy our products.  
  

BRINWARE DISHES FEATURE:
Patented food grade silicone sleeve for protection and slip resistance
Tempered glass for extra durability and safety 
Microwavable and Dishwasher safe
Interchangeable fun designs
7.5” Dish
Free of BPA and Phthalates

&

Single Unit 

Brinware is designed in Los Angeles, CA             www.brinware.com


